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The MacGyver bias and attraction of homemade devices in healthcare

Use of simulation to improve management of perioperative anaphylaxis: a narrative review

Decision-centred design in healthcare: the process of identifying a decision support tool for airway management

Multifaceted approaches and PONV: A critical appraisal
Leadership sharing in maternity emergency teams: a retrospective cohort study in simulation

Anaphylaxis to intravenous gelatin-based solutions: a case series examining clinical features and severity

Anaphylaxis Clinical Care Standard: Improving how we manage adults with anaphylaxis in Victoria

Medication handling: towards a practical, human-centred approach
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The co-design process of a decision support tool for airway management

Attempt XYZ: airway management at the opposite end of the alphabet
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The illusion of informed consent
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ANZAAG/ANZCA Perioperative Anaphylaxis Management Guidelines.
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Strategies for managing adverse events in healthcare simulations.

The cognitive aids in medicine assessment tool (CMAT) applied to five neonatal resuscitation algorithms
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Examination of anesthetic practitioners' decisions for the design of a cognitive tool for airway management


The effect of two cognitive aid designs on team functioning during intra-operative anaphylaxis emergencies: A multi-centre simulation study

A radical evolution: the 2015 Difficult Airway Society Guidelines for managing unanticipated difficult or failed intubation
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Appendix B: Basic airway management and basic and advanced cardiac life support algorithms

Getting more efficient Rapid Response System (RRS) utilization by the use of a general ward based deteriorating patient contract

Quality Improvement and patient safety

Rapid response systems and collective (in)competence: an exploratory analysis of intraprofessional and interprofessional activation factors

Safe anaesthetic care: Further improvements require a focus on resilience


Sink or swim? the difficulty of finding the correct level of independence and support for trainees

Transition from supraglottic to infraglottic rescue in the "can't intubate can't oxygenate"(CICO) scenario

A national research agenda for healthcare simulation: Preliminary report
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The effects of a displayed cognitive aid on non-technical skills in a simulated 'can't intubate, can't oxygenate' crisis

The use of cognitive aids during emergencies in anesthesia: a review of the literature
Simulation in clinical teaching and learning

Telephone referral education, and evidence of retention and transfer after six-months

The use of medical simulation to improve patient safety

What stops hospital clinical staff from following protocols? An analysis of the incidence and factors behind the failure of bedside clinical staff to activate the rapid response system in a multi-campus Australian metropolitan healthcare service

Examining the challenges of intra-professional communication for international medical graduates using simulation

Why don't hospital staff activate the rapid response system (RRS)? How frequently is it needed and can the process be improved?

ISBAR for clear communication: One hospital's experience spreading the message

Measurement of jugular venous pressure

Simulation-based education for building clinical teams

The teaching of a structured tool improves the clarity and content of interprofessional clinical communication

The evaluation of structured communication tools in healthcare

Development of team coordination and performance measures in a trauma setting

Cognitive aids in a simulated anesthetic crisis [2]

Attitudes to safety and teamwork in the operating theatre, and the effects of a program of simulation-based team training
Anaesthetists’ knowledge of the QT interval in a teaching hospital
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